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Trans-Siberian Handbook: The Guide
To The World's Longest Railway
Journey With 90 Maps And Guides To
The Rout, Cities And Towns In Russia,
Mongolia & China

A trip across Siberia on the longest continuous railway track in the world is undoubtedly the journey
of a lifetime. It's also a convenient way to reach China, Mongolia or Japan. Tickets are not
expensive or difficult to arrange.This acclaimed guide shows you how to organise a trip, where to
get tickets, where to stay and what to see. Practical information â€“ planning your trip; what to take;
getting to Russia from Europe, North America and AustralasiaKilometre-by-kilometre route guides
covering the entire routes of the Trans-Siberian, Trans-Manchurian, Trans-Mongolian and Siberian
BAM railways with 49 strip maps in English, Russian and Chinese: see where you are as you
travel.City guides and maps â€“ the best sights, places to stay and restaurants for all budgets:
Moscow, St Petersburg, Ulaan Baatar, Beijing and 32 towns in Siberia; plus Lake Baikal
guideSiberia and the railway â€“ the detailed history of Siberia, the construction and the running of
the railway today are of great interest not only to visitors but also to armchair travellers.With 90
maps â€“ plus timetables, fares, Russian & Chinese phrasesNew 9th edition a new 16pp color
introduction and trip planner
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Informative and helpful...I knew nothing about this trip that some friends were considering. This is
definitely not the same experience as traveling by rail through Western Europe.This is much more
complicated and you need to read this book/guide with that in mind.

This is the BEST Guide you can find for this trip.I took the Trans Siberian railway last summer and
this book had way more information than any other guide we saw people carrying. I can confirm that
every single thing that is said on the book is just like it is in reality when you are on the train, visiting
cities and organizing the trip. Moreover, the historical information provided by the book helped us
understand the political past of every country we went through (we took the trans-mongolian so we
went through Russia, Mongolia and China) and the stories on how the railway was built and its initial
purpose really helped us understand its historical context.Literally the best travel guide I've ever
purchased. You won't regret buying it when you spend so many hours on the train!

We are planning a trip on Tsar's Gold Train and needed information for the route. This book gives
all the info you need to make that trip, either by tour or on your own. If you are going or trying to
decide, I recommend this read. Enjoy!

Absolutely brilliant made the line come alive with stories and snippets. To do the journey without it
would be to miss all the great bits. Need to add a section on Kazan though. In this instance better
than Lonely Planet.

Excellent book - very useful on my recent trip - however, some restaurant recommendations need
updating - in some cities, notably Beijing, the places proved impossible to find. As far as the train
information is concerned, I couldn't fault it.

Good book---I'm going. Getting Russia/China Visas is a pain in the Ars. These countries should be
encouraging one to visit and spend money-----not throw up stumbling blocks.

WAs excellent road map on my long trip through Siberia. ! Almost up-todate info about quotidien
history. Worth taking along!

This is what you need if going on this trip. Yes reviews are online now, but this is pretty much
indispensable for the section on things to see along the journey.I was surprised how few people had
it. One guy had a useless old lonely planet. This book is 1000x better.
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